Abstract-This paper analyzes the performance of the GPcalled GP-NLMS algorithm, which has the lowest complexity in NLMS algorithm, revealing the nature of its fast convergence the GP-APA family and thus is a good alternative to other LMSas well as its deficiency of inducing bigger steady state error.
INTRODUCTION error, stepsize adaptation will unavoidably increase the mean Adaptive filters find important applications in signal square error (MSE) at the steady state due to additional gradient processing, communications, control and many other areas. Many noise. This observation motivated us to propose a hybrid algorithm adaptive algorithms have been proposed and they can be classified and an efficient switching mechanism that is able to switch from broadly into two major classes: recursive least squares (RLS) and the GP-NLMS algorithm to other conventional LMS-type least mean squares (LMS) algorithms. Examples of LMS algorithms with a constant stepsize in order to reduce MSE when algorithms include the conventional LMS algorithm, the approaching the steady state. Simulation results show that this Normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm [1] , the fast LMS/Newton [2] new class of improved Generalized-Proportionate Stepsize LMS algorithm, etc. They have a low computational complexity of (GPS-LMS) algorithms enjoys the fast initial convergence and While the problem of highly correlated input signals can be alleviated by using transform-domain or Newton-type of adaptive II. ANALYSIS OF THE GP-NLMS ALGORITHM filtering algorithms, the initial convergence and tracking speed of these variant LMS-type algorithms for long and sparse channel
The GP-APA algorithm proposed in [6] can be written as the response can still be very slow. In the PNLMS algorithm first following GP-NLMS algorithm when one input data vector is proposed by Duttweiler [4] , the stepsize of each filter coefficient is being processed at each iteration: adjusted in proportion to its estimated magnitude. This e(n)= d(n) -y(n) (1) considerably improves the initial convergence of the NLMS T algorithm. However, it still converges slowly when the impulse
(2) response is dispersive. To overcome this problem, Gay and
Benesty proposed the IP-NLMS algorithm [5] , where the filter (5) to as the proportionate update algorithms [6, 7, 8] . In the Generalized Proportionate Affine Projection (GP-APA) algorithm 11c(n -1)111 = I i (n -1)1, ci (n) =1 wi (n -1 -i (nof Hoshuyama et al [6] , the step size of each filter coefficient in the
APA is updated through the approximated derivatives of the filter w, (n) = qZi~(n -1) + (1-q7)wi (n -1), i = 1,2, , L,
coefficients, instead of the magnitude of the weight vector itself whrT()[1()W nf ()ad3()aersetvl Faster initial convergence and tracking speed over the conventional'' , l proportionate update algorithms were reported. When one input the stepsize and approximated time derivative of the i-th filter tap, data vector is being processed at each iteration, it reduces to the soax is the global stepsize. ,1 serves as the minimum step size, and 0-7803-9390-2/06/$20.00 ©)2006 IEEE iq is the forgetting factor for calculating the smoothed tap (14) weightwi (n) and 8 is a constant. 
B. GP-NLMSAlgorithm Stepsize Analysis where , is the global stepsize parameter and For the GP-NLMS algorithm, we have (15) whose entities control the relative magnitude of the stepsizes for 1r1mW(i + 1)-W(at t Vn+ 1)-tV(sayaterU(propr (15) each filter coefficient. Assume that the desired signal is given by For simplicity, assume that the input is white (say after appropriate
A(s)sue Whai the tir malwisghvector transformation), i.e. U(n) = V(n) Initially, D(n) should be equal to I and our stepsize estimate for the i-th coefficient at time instant and r(n) is a zero-mean white Gaussian additive noise which is n+l is proportional toI 2uD (n)VJ (n) . Hence uncorrelated with W(n) and X(n) Define the error weight
The factor L ensures that the sum of the stepsizes is V(n + 1)
maintained. Let VjGP(n) = HIn V (j), then it can be shown by where RW is the autocorrelation matrix of the input vector and induction that 
and it gives the final update for the GP-NLMS algorithm:
The constant stepsize updating corresponds to D(n)=I for all n. To
compare the performance of the two updates, we rewrite
Since the above update satisfies the ordering property in section A, the mean convergence rate will be improved. As n tends Taking the norm of the vector, we have to infinity, ci(n) will tend to (IlL). However, due to the gradient V~(n+1) 12=11 V '9) (n +1) +4u2E/1 (D (n) -1)2 V2 (n) noise, it will fluctuate around this value with a variance depending Vl-ln 1 2 (n )2 1(D,n)-i(non the steady state MSE. This will unavoidably increase the mean (12) square error (MSE) at the steady state due to additional gradient noise. This observation motivated us to propose in the next section where VK (n) is the i-th entry in V(n). Since the first two terms are a hybrid algorithm and an efficient switching mechanism that is positive, we only need to consider the third term as follows: able to switch from the GP-NLMS algorithm to other conventional t3= L D (n) -2uD (n) -V1 + 2uD (n))]V.2(n) (13) LMS-type algorithms with a constant stepsize in order to reduce MSE when approaching the steady state. Further, assuming that p is small compared to the other terms, we We now propose a measure based on~( n) in (6), which is
similar to the one we have proposed in [8] . We found that the l1 
PU-GPS-NLMS,3.5L± 1 averaging G~~(k) from k 1,2,..., P tpoie eeec o On the other hand, when %(n) falls below 2 , the algorithm is update (9) - (10) bcgenratdund normaln)ized imulero-espns whith 28ssataps.oTh details of the GPS-NLMS, GPS-fast LMS/Newton and the PUbakrudnie n)sazrom nwhtGusanadm GPS-NLMS algorithms are summarized in Table 1 , where for sequence with variance 8 2 (n) = 0. 0001I Fig. 1 shows the MSE of simplicity, the calculation of GO, and the comparison of % (n) and runn h PNM agrtm tcnbese0h s ff 
